
Compassion Is Our Innate Quality 

We have capacity to transform our own lives and the lives of
many others, and to have a huge impact on the world. Just
like the beautiful lotus flower grows from the mud,
compassion is born within the depths of our being.

Read more

The Science of Giving: Why Generosity Bestows
Multiple Benefits To the Giver  

All forms of donation help individuals & organizations
overcome immediate challenges, do better & achieve their
goals. While we often focus on the benefits for the receiver,
science presents evidence that the act of giving brings
multiple benefits to the donor, too.  

Read more

The Healing Power of Nature—The Story of Ansel
Adams

Many people have experienced the remarkable healing energy
of nature. An extraordinary example of how immersion in
nature can heal—and greatly transform—one’s life, comes
from the famous 20th century American landscape
photographer and environmentalist, Ansel Adams. 

Read more

Compassion is our innate quality that connects us to the world. Nature itself is

compassionate — it offers unconditional gifts, including the gift of healing. By being

compassionate, we manifest a better life not only for others, but for ourselves, too.

Wisdom from Brahmarshi Patriji

"Enlighten Every Creature"- Patriji 

We are all born to do great work, to enlighten every being. We are here to help everybody in
terms of meditation, enlightenment and explaining the drama of life. Hear the story about
Vivekananda and the extraordinary compassion he displayed even toward the mosquitos.
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